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After this hot and sunny summer, fall is
finally here and, with it, all the sun damage left
after hours of sun exposure. You will notice
that your skin tone is darker, your moles are
probably larger, your sun spots are more
noticeable and bigger, your wrinkles are
deeper, your blood vessels are thicker, your
skin is saggier and now it has a leathery
appearance. You are probably noticing new
growths, and the existing ones are changing.
All these and more things that we cannot even
see with the naked eye are consequences of sun
exposure.

The fact is sun damage is cumulative and
starts when we are babies. With every summer,
this damage gets worse. After a certain age,
almost everyone exhibits some sun damage -
wrinkles, hyperpigmentation, red blotches, loss
of elasticity and precancerous lesions. The
main concerns are skin cancer and photoaging.
Skin cancer has long been associated with sun
exposure. Photoaging is produced by damage
to the elastic fibers in the skin.

Here are some survival tips to consider:
First, don’t let fall temperatures, rain and
cloudy skies fool you. You still have to wear
sun screen year-round. Second, if you see any
new growths or if you have old lesions that are
starting to change, have your skin checked by
your physician. All skin cancer is more
controllable and less fatal when treated early.
Third, with the temperatures falling and the
need for artificial heat, the skin becomes dry.
Now you will want to have a humidifier handy.
You will want to use a skin moisturizer and
drink plenty of water to replenish moisture.

Sun Damage Treatments
There are some alternatives to reduce and

reverse sun damage. Laser light therapies can
reduce sun damage to a great extent. Non-
invasive laser treatments such as IPL (Intense
Pulse Light) targets and removes brown spots
and blood vessels. Microdermabrasion
combined with Genesis, another laser modality
that works in the deeper layers of the skin,
creates new collagen and rejuvenates existing
collagen, reducing wrinkles and fine lines.
Genesis also reduces the appearance of blood
vessels and redness. Titan, a form of infrared
light, creates new collagen and contracts
existing fibers to considerably decrease
sagginess, giving you a non-surgical facelift.
All these laser treatments have no down time.
Microlaser Peel, done with an erbium laser, is
a more invasive but highly effective approach
to reduce and remove brown spots, wrinkles
and even precancerous lesions. Microlaser peel
has two days of down time and that is why is

called the weekend rejuvenation peel. For
people with precancerous lesions there is
Photodynamic Therapy with Levulan®, an
FDA-approved treatment that is very effective
to treat actinic keratosis and precancerous
lesions. It has a few days of down time but is
highly effective.

Last but not least, there are some topical
creams containing vitamins that can be used to
reverse sun damage. A professional
consultation can help you determine the

treatment or combination of treatments best
suited to your conditions. Take steps to combat
sun damage. After all, we have just one skin.

Skin Diagnostics Laser and
Rejuvenation offers Medical
Grade products and Laser
Treatments to Reverse Sun
Damage. Call for an
appointment at 513-631-0059.
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The Pilates Zone
Linda Reiff, Director (right)
1981 Madison Road
(513) 321-9663
Cincinnati, OH 45208
pilateszoneinc.com 

Experience the transformative power of
movement through Pilates

Pilates Zone is a brand new Pilates studio in
O’Bryonville, directed by dancer and
choreographer Linda Reiff, which focuses on
the work of Joseph Pilates and his disciple Ron
Fletcher, entitled Ron Fletcher Work™ one of
the five original master teachers of the Pilates
Method. At the Pilates Zone our mission is
offer the highest quality Pilates training in a
supportive environment and to enable people to
experience change in their bodies and achieve
their personal fitness goals.

Linda Reiff, director of the Pilates Zone, is
in the final stages of her Level II training in the
Ron Fletcher Program of Study, one of the
most rigorous and complete Pilates training
programs in the world. With a Masters Degree
in Dance from Columbia University’s Teachers
College, her experience as a teacher and
choreographer for 25 years in New York City
and Cincinnati enable her to merge her
knowledge of dance with the beneficial aspects
of the Pilates work for her students. Her classes
and privates have a sense of flow and
precision. Her developed and experienced eye
has helped many to grow in their practice of
Pilates.

At Pilates Zone we offer a complete Pilates
program of private, semi-private and small
group instruction on state of the art equipment
including Reformers, Wunda Chair, Clara’s
Barrel, Ped-a- Pull and Cadillac. We are also
offering unique Pilates floor classes, Classic
Mat and Barrel classes.

Pilates Zone is also including other
movement modalities, including Feldenkrais
private sessions, Therapeutic Yoga, Yoga for
Kids, and Vinyasa Flow.

Come in and see the new beautiful new
studio at 1981 Madison Road in the heart of
O’Bryonville. For a complete listing of classes
and prices, Call 321-ZONE or visit us on the
web at www.pilateszoneinc.com.

The Leukemia & Lymphoma Society
Beth Snyder, Team in
Training Director
2300 Wall Street, Suite H
Cincinnati, OH 45212
513.361.2100 ext. 106
beth.snyder@lls.org
teamintraining.org/soh

“I am pleased to
announce that the Southern
Ohio Chapter of The
Leukemia & Lymphoma Society (LLS) has
recently promoted Beth Snyder to Senior
Campaign Director for Team In Training
(TNT).” said Jay Van Winkle, Executive
Director for LLS. “Beth has demonstrated her
strong leadership and strategic planning skills
in her other Chapter roles and I believe that she
is the perfect person to revitalize our Team In
Training program.”

A resident of Anderson, Snyder joined the
Society in 2004 as Special Events Director. In
2005, she became the Chapter’s Operations
Director and is excited to take on the new
challenge of leading the Chapter’s TNT
program.

The TNT program is the largest endurance
sports training program of its type in the world.
Since 1988, when the first team of TNT
marathoners was formed, the program has
helped nearly 200,000 people-more than
40,000 participants annually-achieve their
dream of completing a marathon, half
marathon, triathlon or 100-mile (century)
bicycle ride. And, since its inception, TNT
participants have raised more than $500 million
to benefit The Leukemia & Lymphoma
Society. More than 16 million has been raised
locally. 

Prior to joining the Society, Snyder was
Finance Director at Procter & Gamble and
worked on Cincinnati’s 2012 Olympic bid
imitative. Snyder earned her bachelor's degree
from Ball State University. She is on the Board
of Trustees for the Cincinnati Ballet and a
member of Ball State University’s National
Development Council.

The Voice of Your Customer
Crystal Kendrick
1119 E. McMillan Ave,
Suite B
Cincinnati, OH 45206
(513) 281-3228
ckendrick@fuse.net

The Voice of Your
Customer is a research
company, helping a variety
of restaurants and retail
outlets to manage the customer experience

through the intelligent use of mystery shopping
and observation programs. The Voice of Your
Customer offers instant information regarding
the experiences of customers, allowing
business managers to immediately implement
improvement objectives.

Crystal Kendrick has more than 20 years of
customer service and management experiences
in business to business and business to
consumer industries. Crystal is an adjunct
professor of Marketing and routinely hosts
training sessions designed to teach companies
to improve customer satisfaction. For her many
accomplishments, Crystal is a 2005 Cincinnati
Business Courier Forty Under 40 Recipient and
a 2006 Business Women - Cincinnati Top
Women in Sales Recipient.

Wedding Singer
Jeanne Stephens
(513) 239-3504

From the time Jeanne Stephens was a toddler
she loved music, especially singing. In
elementary school, Jeanne sang in Christmas
concerts as well as several choirs. She both
sang and danced in an annual community talent
show where she was a three-time winner.
While in high school she continued to sing in
choirs, and also began to develop her skill as a
dancer, studying ballet, jazz, and tap.

At Franciscan University in Steubenville,
Jeanne avidly continued to pursue her love of
music. She majored in radio and television
communications to learn the process of
producing and recording music. She was a
member of music ministry for the campus
church during all four years at college, sang on
two albums of praise music, sang in the
university chorale for two years, and was a
cantor for one year. During this time she also
took voice lessons to refine her skills as a
singer. After earning her bachelor’s degree,
Jeanne was in a production of Hosanna the
Rock Opera. Jeanne has been singing for
weddings for ten years and  continues to sing in
choirs. She is now pursuing a career as a
recording artist.

To book Jeanne for your wedding or other
event, call 513-239-3504.
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